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Interest in the mechanism of the .austenite eutectoid 
transformation in iron-carbon alloys, especially as pro-
duced by the isothermal sub-critical techniques introduced (1) : 
by Davenport and Bain , has _resulted in the application of 
(1} Davenport, E. s., and Bain, E. C., Trans. AIME, Vol. 90, 
p. 117, 1930. 
similar heat treatment studies to the euteotoid tr~ns­
formations in other alloy systems. The study of the 
eutectoid transformation is of both fundamental and . indus-
trial interest because past experience has shown that these 
studies yielded much information concerning the nature and 
mechanism of the changes in euteetoid alloys during the 
decomposition of the phase stable at high temperatures and 
has also contributed much toward the development of new 
properties to be attained by heat treatment methods never 
before attempted. 
The desire of the author to know more about the exact 
nature of eutectoid transformations, in general, and to 
study, in particular, the transformation in a system which 
had heretofore been only partially investigated has led to 
choice of this research topic. Therefore, the object of 
this investigation is to attempt to determine the rate of 
transformation of the aluminum - zinc euteotoid alloy 
2 
(79.0% zincl at several subcritical temperatures. 
A number of more or less reliable methods have been 
used for the study of the rate of transformation of austenite 
at suboritical temperatures. The author began this re-
search with the intention of utilizing the technique of 
Davenport and Bain in which the progress of transformation 
is followed by metallographic examination. However, the 
method was discarded as impractical because of the nature of 
the transformation. 
In ' this particular eutectoid alloy, the decomposition 
of the solid solution which is stable at high temperatures 
is manifested by the evolution of heat. The author has 
attempted to establish the onset and completion of trans-
formation by measurement of this heat evolution against 
time and, from this data, to construct a Time-Temperature-
Transformation curve for the alloy. 
3 
TABLE ! 
BINARY ALLOY SYS~EMS CONTAINING EUTEUTOIDS 
Number System ~em;Eerature oe wt. Percent cog 
1. Al-Ag 610 e.o A1 
2. Ag .. Cd 443 48.5 C4 
3. Ag-ZD 240 36.0 Zn 
4. A1-Au 424 96.9 Au 
6. Al-Cu. 58'7 88.2 Cu. 
&. Al-J'e 1080 67.6 :re 
'7. Al.-lfll '150 '72.6 lin 
e. A1-Zn .270 79.0 Zn 
9. .A.e-:re 800 65.0 •• 
10. Au-ed 370 49.2 ea 
11. Au.-cr ].()22 14.0 Cr 
12. J.u-l'e 840 91.0 •• 
13. Au-lin 570 83.0 Jill 
14. Au-lfi to.o Bi 
15. .Au-Zn a. 404 14.0 Zn 
b. 260 '1.0 " 
o. 160 14.0 " d. 160 46.0 "' 
e. 160 15.0 • 
f. 416 62.0 " 
16. B-Bi 
1'1. Be-Cu 576 6.0 Be 
18. c-eo 1300 2.4 c 
19. :re-.c '121 Q.86 c 
20. c-Bi 1316 2.2 0 
81. CI-:L1 80 14.& Li 
4 
22. Cd-Sn 128 95.0 Sn 
23. co-er 12'11 4.9 Cr 
24. Co-Mo 1340 71.0 Ko 
25. co-s 788 28.0 s 
26. eu-B'e 833 96.() l'e 
2'1. ou-Ga ·. 620 25.'1 Ga 
28. Cu-In 5'14 12.0 In 
29. eu-sb 420 42.0 Sb 
30. Cu-Si .,10 9.0 Si 
31. Clii.-Sn a. 620 26.8 Sn 
b. 6'70 35.0 Sn 
32. Ou-Zn 566 74.0 Zn 
33. J'e-Jrn a. 740 &s.o liD 
b.l028 '12.0 MD 
34. :re-llo 1180 &s.o :Me 
15. :fe-B 191 2.35 .B 
36. ~e-'0 &.1370 23.0 0 
.). 670 23.& 0 
37. lPe-Zn? 623 25.0 ZD 
38. Li-Zn a. 161 62.0 Zn 
b. 168 7s.o " 
o. 66 85.0 tf 
-
39. lln-Sb 677 6.5 Sb 
40. Ni-S a. 636 26.5 s 
b. 400 26.0 s 
41. Ni-Zn 640 68.0 Zn 
42. Pb-Tl. 140 94.0 !1 
43. Pl.-Sb 630 40.6 Sb 
44. s-se '1& 36.0 Se 












BINARY ALLOY SYSTEMS CHOSEN FOR PRELIMINARY 
INVESTIGATION 
Enteotoid Composition EUtectoid Temperature 
(Weight Percent) (Degrees Centigrade) 
a.o A1 610 
48.5 ca. 430 
36.o: zn 240 
72.5 Mn 750 
79.0 Zn 276 
6.0 Be 576 
95.0 Sn 128 
42 .o Sb 420 




No comprehensive isothermal study of eutectoid trans-
formation has been accomplished on binary alloy systems 
other than the iron-carbon and the copper-aluminum. At 
the outset of this investigation, a survey was made of all 
known binary alloy equilibrium diagrams whiah contained the 
(2) 
eutectoid field. M. Hansen•e collection of binary 
(2) Hansen, M., Der Aufbau der Zweistofflegierunger, 
Springer, 1936. 
equilibrium diagrams was assumed to be authoritative on 
this subject. The survey showed forty-five such binary 
systems. (See Table I.} Of the forty-five systems, nine 
were chosen for preliminary investigation. These are 
listed in Table II. The general plan was to choose for an 
intensive study of the eutectoid transformation at sub-
critical temperatures, the alloy best suited to available 
laboratory facilities. 
The system silver-aluminum was disregarded because it 
(3) 
was demonstrated by Hume-Rothery that the beta phase 
(3) Hume-Rothery, w., J. Inst. Metals, Vol. 66, p. 209, 1940 
does not undergo eutectoid transformation as previously 
reported, but that on cooling it changes into a single 
hexagonal close packed phase. 
The silver-zinc alloy was discarded because the 
equilibrium diagram had been re-investigated since the work 
(4 J 
published by Hansen • It was found that an alloy 
(4J Hansen, ££• cit., p. 6 
of euteotoid composition transformed into a single phase 
below the eutectoid temperature. 
The systems aluminum-manganese, beryllium-copper, 
copper"antimony, copper-tin, silver~aluminum and cadium-
tin were later discarded for various reasons on adviee of 
(.1) 
EPpelsheimer and the aluminum-zinc eutectoid alloy 
(51 :-.p;pelaheimer, D. s., O~al D.iscussion of Thesis Subject, 
Feb. 9, l95o. · 
was chosen for e~ensive investigation by the author. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
THE EUTECTOID TRANSFORMATION 
(4) 
Davenport and Bain opened a new field for investi-
(6) Davenport and Bain, ~·cit., p. 1 
gation of eutectoid transformations when they established 
a Time-Temperature-Transformation diagram for the iron-
carbon eutectoid alloy in 1930. Using the interrupted 
quenching method and metallographio examination to evaluate 
the amount of transformation which had taken place after a 
given length of time at a given temperature, their procedure 
was as follows: Man~samples of the alloy to be investigated 
were heat-treated in a batch until the material was eom-
pletely austenitic. Then the batch was quenchei to some 
temperature below the eutectoid temperature, and transfor-
mation was allowed to proceed isothermally. Im order to 
evaluate the amount of transformation in a given length of 
time individual samples from the batch were again quenched 
at intervals, from this temperature to the temperature of 
ice-brine. It is known that austenite, i£ cooled in excess 
of some particular critical cooling rate, will not all be 
retained but will transform to martensite plus some small 
amount of retained austenite; and also that, if austenite 
is allowed to cool at a rate less than the critical cooling 
rate, the austenite will transform to pearlite, or to 
bainite. Davenport and Bain evaluated the amount of 
austenite transformed at high temperatures into pearlite 
or bainite on a percentage basis of the field observed 
metallographically. ~rom this evaluation they established 
their Time-Temperature-Transformation curve. 
. ( 7) 
Smith and Lindlief , in their prize winning paper, 
{7) Smith, o. s. and Lindlief, w. E •• Trans. AIME, Vol. 133, 
P• 204, 1933. 
utilized essentially the same method of study for the decom-
position of the beta copper-aluminum euteotoid alloy and 
also refined their measurements ani conclusions by means of 
electrical resistivity measurements on the alloy during 
isothermal transformation. They found that the mechanism 
of the decomposi~ion of the alloy was mueh the same as for 
the iron-carbon alloys, that a pearlitie structure was evi-
dent and that rapidly quenched alloys yielded an acicular 
product very similar to the martensite of steels. They 
established a Time-Temperature-Transformation curve for 
this alloy, as did Davenport and Bain fQr the steel. 
(8) 
In 1934, Wasserman attempted to compile some of the 
(8) Wasserman, G., Transformation in EUtectoid Alloys, 
Zeitechrift fur Metallkunde, Vol. 26, P• 256, 1934. 
10 
various properties manifested by alloys eutectoid in 
nature. He used the 1ron-oarbon and copper-al~num 
eutectoid decompositions as examples and compared crystal 
structures, formation of stable and unstable phases. 
similarities of microstructures. etc. in an attempt to 
make certain predictions concerning alloy systems not 
yet investigated. 
Since the original work o~ Davenport and Bain in 19SG, 
an e~eneive number of investigations have been done oa ~he 
1sother.mal transformation of steels. Subsequent to the 
(9} 
study by Smdth an4 Lindlie~ , only one e~eneion of their 
(9J Smdth!!! ~indlief, !2• !!!·• p. 9 
(lOJ 
work haa appeare4, that of Kaok . in ·194'1; 7et oD17 ODe 
(J.O 1 Jlaok, :D. J., "!he Isothermal !rana:tormation of a 
Bu.teeto14 AlumiDum Bronse•, .&.DIE !.P. 124-2, Sept. 1M7. 
comprehensive study of ieothermall7 transformed euteoto14s 
analagous to steel has appeared, that of Hibbard, ~che1man (11} 
and Saunders on the kappa eutectoid transfor.mation in 
(11} Hibbari, w. B., B1che1man, G. H. and Saunders, w. P. 
"!he Kappa Butectoi4 !raneformation in the Copper-
-Silicon System'', AID ~ .P. lfo. 2441, Sept. 1948. 
the copper-a111oon s7etem. It was found in this researeh 
that the euteoto14 transformation at aubor1tieal tempera-
11 
tures was extremely sluggish and that the microstructures, 
in general, bore no resemblance to the usual euteotoid 
type structures. 
Although the work cited &boTe ie the only research 
done with the object o~ establishing transformation rate 
curves, many valuable contributions have been made toward 
a better understanding of the structures ieveloped in 
such systems. Important papers have been published b7 
(12-24 J 
KurdJumow, GridDew and their co-workers • and 
. (26,2~J (27,28J (29,30,31) 
Obinata . • Greninger and others • 
(12) Ageew, H. w. and XUrdj~ow, Meta11urg, Tol. ?, pp. 
3-81, 1932. 
(13} Kurdjumow, G. and Stel1etskaya, T., Ketallwirtschaft, 
Vol.. lZ, P• 304, 1934. 
(1•1 Gridnew, v. and Kardjumow, G., Metal1wirtschaft, To1. 
15, (10}, pp. 221-Zl, (11}, pp. 266-9, 1936. 
(16} Gawranek, T., Xaminslq, E. &Bd XUr4j1Uilow, G., 
Ketallwirtechaft, Vol. 15, (16}, pp. 370-1, 1936. 
(16} Gridnew, v. and Xurdjumow, G., Ketal1w1rtschaft, Vol. 
15, (19 J, p. 437, 1936. 
(1'} Gridnew, v. an4 Xar4jow, G., Zhur. Tehnich. ~iziki, 
Vol. 6 (5}, pp. 775-so. 1936. 
(18) ~urdjumow, G., I•vestia Akademi1 Nauk, USSR, (OhimJ, 
Vol.. 2, PP• 271-84, 1936. 
12 
(19} Gr14new, v. and Kurdjumow, G., Zhur. !e~eh. F1s1k1, 
Vol. 7, (22} 209o-2102, 1937. 
(20) Gridnew, v., Ketallurg., Tel. 4, pp. 62-7, 193S. 
(21} Xurdjumow, G., Kirezkiy, T. ana Stelletskaya, !., Zhur. 
Tehnieh. Fisiki, Vol. 8 (28/21}, pp. 1959-,2, 1938. 
(22} Xurdjumow, G. ani Kirezkiy, v., Zhur. Tehnicb. ~isiki, 
Vol. 8 (!OJ, pp. 1'77-80, 1918. 
(23) Cruz1n, P. L. ani Xurljumow, G., Zhur. Tehnioh. Fiziki, 
Vol. 10, PP• 1680-84, 1940. 
(24} XRrdjumow, G. and Kirezkiy, T., Zhu~. !ehnieh. ~isi~, 
Tol. 10, PP• 1685-90, 1940. 
(25} 0b1nata, I., J. Kin. Inst. Japan, Vol. 50 (692}, pp. 
64:9-62, 1934. 
(26} Dbinata, I. and Ho7ask1, I., !etsu ~· Hegane, (J. Inet. 
St. Japan), Vol. 21 (11}, pp. 1092-99, 193,. 
(2'7 J Greninger, A. B. and Jlooraiclan, T. G., !raus. A.Dm 
Vol. 128, pp. 337-55, 1938. 
(28} G~eninger, A. B., !rans. AIME, Vol. 133, pp. 204-2,, 1931 
(29) Deh11nger, u., Meta1lwirtseha:rt, Vol. le, pp. 204-6, 1934 
(30} Ba1lay, M., Compt. Ren4., Vol. 17, pp. 1304-11, 1939. 
(31} Smith, C. s., frans. AIME, Vol. 137, P• 313, 1940. 
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In the years past, the aluminum-sine alloys have been 
the subject of many investigations. !hia haa been d11e not 
only to their commercial importance b•t also to their alloy-
ing behavior, which has rendered them of great scientific 
interest. !his has been especially true with regard to the 
beta phase. 
The equilibrium diagram as published by Hanson an4 
(32' ' 
Gayler was generally accepted as oorreot . • (See •1gure 1.) 
(321 Hanson, D. ani Gaylor, •· L. T., J. Inet. Ketals, Vol. 
2,, P• 267, 1922. 
Later, it was farther investigated by Sohmid ani Wasserman 
(83} 
.. , whe iaprovecl the previous theraal anaJ.7sis res11lta 
(31} Schmid, B. and Wasserman, G., Ztoh. ~r KetallkDD4e, 
Vol. 26, :p. 145, 1934. 
by x-ray measurements o~ lattice parameters of heat treated 
(34 1 
and quenched specimens. Pink and W111ey also studied 
(34} ]'ink, W. L. and Willey, L. A., ~rans. AID, Vol 122, 
P• 244, 1936. 
the aoluoility limits between fifty and eighty weight per 
eeDt sino aal aetween three hun4re4 and ~our hundred and 
~i~t7 iegreee centigrade, using isothermal e1ectr1oa1 resia-
tiTitj···llethods. and as a result. proposed. the changes in 
the equilibrium diagram which are now an integral. part o~ 
(35,36) 
the diagram as accepted by Raper. and other inves-
(37 ,38' 
tigs.tors . • 
16 
(35} Raynor, G. v., Inat. lletal.s (Londony, Annoted :Bqui11-
brium Diagram Series. No. 1, .undated, presented in 1948. 
( 36 } Raynor. G • V. • an4 Wakemu, Phil.. Jls.g. , Vol.. 49, p. ~04, 
1949. 
(37} Ga7ler, •· L. v. and Slltherland, B. G •• J. ·.blat. Metals, 
Vel. 63, P• 123, 1938~ 
(38 1 Owe:n, •· .&.. and Piolmp, :L •• Phil.. lfag., Vol 20, p. 761, 
1935. 
!he maiD alternations in the equi11'br1tua diagram since 
1932 haTe resu1te4 ~rom evidence that a periteetie reaction 
does not enet 'between fift7 and eight.r weight pe~ eent 
sine, an4 also the establishment of a ~-~ phase regioa whioll. 
exists between thirt.r-one ancl six-tenths and se-vent.r-eight 
weight percent zinc. (See ~igure 2.J 
!he first investigators to report on the beta eutectei4 
(39} 
were Rosenhain and Archbutt . . , whose determination of the 
(Z9} Rosenhain, w. and .A.rohbutt, s. L •• Proc. Roy. Soe •• 
Vol. 22, P• 315, 1912. 
eutectoi4 temperature o~ two hunire4 and ~ifty-six degrees 
(oiO J 
eent1gra4e hal been most generally aeoepte&. !aaabe _ an4 
16 
(40} !aaabe, !., J. Inst. :Metals, Tol. 32, p. 416, 1924. 
(41} 
Ishihara - had al.so determined this temperature, whioh 
(41} Ishihara, T., J. Inst. lletals, Vol. 33, p. 73, 1925. 
they reported as two hundred seTenty an4 ~o hundred eight7 
degrees centigrade, respeotivel.y. 
(42} 
Hanson and Gayler were the first to o~serve the 
(42 J Beason ~ Qazle-r, ~· oi t. p. 14 
pe.aliar nature of the beta oonetitueat. !hey noted the 
great -similarity of the aecompo-secl beta to the pearlitie 
structure of pl.ain carbon steels, and found that the 4ecoa-
pos1 tion time at room temperature was appro-ximately ten 
minutes. They al.so reported that the beta decomposition 
was an exothermic reaction and that a hardness increase with 
subsequent softeniug of the alloy resulted after complete 
transformation. It was concluded that the beta phase was 
not an intermetal.lie compo1nd• as hitherto had been supposal 
(43J 
by :Rosenhain and J..roh.butt . . , but rather a solid solution 
(41 J lloaeDhaia !!!! A:rohbutt, !It• ill·, ~· 1& 
the etraoture of which was essentiall7 li~ferent from ~h•t 
17 
o~ the neighboring solid solutions, that is, the alpha and 
gamma solid solutions. 
(44) 
Bdmunds . found that the beta phase was orystallog-
(44} Edmunds, G., Kasters !heeis, Yale University, May 1929. 
raphically iclentiea.l w1 th g&IIUD8 and there=rere not similar 
to the usul tne of intermetallic compouna.. !he two 
phases, by virtue of difference in cemposition, differ only 
in lattice parameter. 
(46' 
OWen and Iball 4emonstrated b7 means of x-ray 
(46} Owen, B. A. and Iball, J., Phil •as·• Tol. 1?, p. 433, 
1934. 
powder patterns the aual phase atruoture in the beta plaa 
aamma region. fhis. as mentioned before. waa later stud1e4 
(46' 
by ~ink and Willey . , who also found that the selub111t7 
(46} ~ink and Willey, !R• ~· ~· 14 
increases from 5.5 percent at 125 degrees centigrade to 31.6 
weight per cent zinc at 275 degrees centigrade, then suiden-
ly increases to 7?., per eent and slowly increases to 81.4 
per cent at 350 degrees centigrade. A solubility gap in the 
aluminum eol14 eolution extends from 31.6 to 77.7 weight per 
oe~t s1•c ~uat above 2'6 aegrees centigrade. ~*higher 
temperatures, the solubilit7 gap narrows and finally dis-
appears at 363 degrees centigrade, and 60 :per cent zinc. 
(4'J (48} 
Investigations by :rleyer and Bugakow . have 
(47J Keyer, H., Ztch. ~ur Physik, Vol. 76, p. 268, 1932., 
and. Ztch. ~ur Physik, Vol. '18, p. 854, 1.9 •• 
18 
{48) Busakew, w •• Ph7sik Z~ch. Sow~etanion, Vol. s. p. 632, 
1933. ' 
a1so been reportei concerning the velocity and meehanism of 
the beta transformation using hardness, electrical conduo• 
tivity, and density measurements. 
(49 J 
!Snaedy _published the results of a study of the beta 
(4rl J ICtlUledy. R. G., J.l(eta1s an4 .411o7s. Vol. i. p. 106. 19M. 
oonsti~ent and its decomposition, purporting to correlate 
the density change accompanying the beta decomposition with 
the shrinkage in freshly-cast, zinc-alloy oastimgs. 7aller 
(50} 
and Wilcox extended this work and found that the beta 
(50) gu].l.er, u. L. and Wilcox, R. L., Trans. AIME Vol. 117, 
P• 338, 1935. 
decomposition had little or nothing to do ~th the dimen-
sional changes in aluminum-zinc die castings. 
(51} 
Ge'bhardt .' investigated the influence o~ a4d.1 tiona 
(51} Gebhardt, E., Ztch. Metall.k:u.nde, Vol. 33, (8/9 J, pp. 
328-332 t 1941. 
19 
of ether elements on the rate of beta decomposition. He 
found that the rate of decomposition is retarded strongly 
by a small. amount of copper, but the rate for any given 
copper content depends on the aluminum content. He reported 
al.so that, of the elements tested for their effect on the 
rate of decomposition of beta in the 21 per cent aluminum-
zinc alloy, only tin, copper, indium, cadmium, lithium and 
magnesium showed any appreciabl.e retarding effect. 
~rom the above review of the literature on the subject, 
it can be seen that many investigations have dealt ~th 
studies concerning the nature of the transformation of the 
beta al~num-zinc phase. It ~11 be noted that these 
studies have embodied density changes, dimensional changes. 
electrical resistivity ani conductivity changes, etc., many 
of which were on an isothermal basis. However, to the 
knowledge of the author, no comprehensive isothermal study 
,has been accomplished in which the exothermic reaction of 
the beta decomposition was exploited as a method of measure-
ment of the rate of transformation at many eubcritical 
temperatures with a view toward construction of a ~ime­
!emperature-Trans~ormation curve for the alloy. 
In order to avoid confusion regariing phase designa-
tions in the bodJ of this thesis. the author will utilize 
20 
the phase nomenclature accepted at the present time. (See 
~igure 2.} !hat is, the euteetoid reaction ~11 be referred 
to as: 
instead of the older accepted conventiGn: 
~ ~ o( -1- Y:, 
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PREPARATION OF ALLOY 
High-purity zino (99.99 per cent ZD} from the American 
Zinc Company and aluminum (99.976 per cent A1} from the 
Aluminum Company of America were utilized in the preparation 
of the eutectoid alloy. 
!he melting was performed in a Liniberg Pot-!ype 
furnace. Temperature control was obtained by means o~ a 
ohromel-alumel thermocouple in conjuction with a cali8rate4 
Lindberg fype-291 Controller unit. !he ther.mocouple was 
calibrated against the melting points ot pure zinc, antimony 
and cadmilUB. !lle complete furnace arrangement is shewn in 
Figure 6. 
A ~ive-hundre4 gram alloy melt was prepared as follows: 
100 X 0.,9 • Z96 gm. zinc 
500 - Z96 = 101 gm. a1umin11Dl 
~e aluminum was melted in a clean, new graphite crucible 
at seven-hundred legrees eentigrade. Pieces of sino, out 
to • ineh long by 3/8 inch diameter. were added to the 
molten aluminum a few pieces at a time. After each sino 
addition of about four-hundred grams. the melt was stirred 
~th a carbon rod of the type used for spectrograph elec-
trodes. Oxidation of the melt was minimised by keeping the 
temperatures o~ the fur.nace as low as possib1e consistent 
wi'th the complete fusion of the alloy. It was not founcl 
practicable to protect the surface o~ the alloy b7 a flux. 
or other covering, without risking contamination from sub-
stances. liaale to be reduced by ·· the moltea a1uainum. 
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After all the zinc had been seeded into the melt, it 
was stirred vigorously, then allowed to stand about two 
minutes, then chill-cast into steel aolds measuring six 
inches long by 0.620 inches in diameter. Approximately 
one-half inch was cropped o~f each o~ the ingots. Bo visi-
ble evidence o~ oxidation was noted during the alloying. 
The ingots, as cast, were oo14 swaged to thirty-fiTe 
per cent reductien e~ area, then subjected to an homogen-
ization heat-treatment at three-hundred and twenty-f1Te 
degrees centigrade for thirty-five hours. 
After heat-treatment, a representative five-gram sample 
was taken ~rem the ingot bars for ohemioal analysis. (See 
Appendix A for method of ohe&doal analysis~ J !he results of 
the analysis were as follows: 
In • 
Al. • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
88.26J1, 
1'·'~ 
~e alloy, as prepared above, was then aael as a 
•master" alloy. !he composition had to be ohaDge4 from 
82.262 per cent zinc to 79.0 per cent sino, the desired euteo-
toid composition. !o accomplish this change, 227.62 grams 
o~ the master alloy were taken for re-alloying. Kelt calcu-
lations were as follows: 
1. 227.62 gm. master a1loy contained (227.62 x o.18J = 
40.9 gm. Al. 
2. Let X = weight of ll which must be aclcle4 to y1e14 
&11-0)T oontain.ins 21.0 per cent 1.1. 
-I 
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3. Total weight of allo7 x per cent Al = Total Al 
4. Per cent A.l = 21~ = (40.9+X} j .(I27.62+XJ 
5. X = 8.61 gm. Al to be added to bring composition 
to 79.0 per cent ln. 
~e melting ani casting procedures were executed as 
described for the preparation of the "master" alloy. After 
casting, the ingots were cropped to remove the pipes and 
then col.d swaged to thirt7~five per cent reductien of area. 
Metallographic samples were taken from the ingots and the 
microstructures of the alloy examined. (See •igures 26 an4 
26.} !he swaged ~are were given an homogenization heat-
treatment at three-hundred and fift7 degrees oentigrade for 
ninety-three hours, and then, a representative five-gram 
sample was taken for chemical. analysis. !he chemical com-
position of this aeoona alley was as follows: 
Zn • • • • • • • • 7S .a&S 
Al • • • • • • • • 
!his alloy was used for all subseque~t studies re-
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Furnace Arrangement for Thermal 
Analysis between 5o0 e and 25o0 e 
A - Hoskins ~hermoelectrie Pyrometer - Type HA 
B - Mercury Thermometer 
0 - Chromel-Alumel Thermocouple From Specimen 
D - General Baeetric A.C. Ammeter 
E - Variable Resistor 
~ - Cenco Carbon-Pile Variable Resistor 
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G - Superior E1ectrie Company Powerstat - Type 1256 
Figure 6 
Melting And Heat-Treatment Furnace Arrangement 
A - Lindberg Pot-Type Electric Resistance 
Furnace 
B - Lindberg Controller Unit - Type 291 
27 
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ZNYBSTIGA~ION 0~ !HE RA!E 0~ !RANS~ORMA!IOB ~! 
SUBCRI!ICAL TBMPERA!URBS 
THEBMAL ANALYSIS 
It was known that the decomposition o~ beta-pr1ae ••• 
manifested by a spontaneous rise in temperature. !herefore, 
by establi~hing a time-~eaperature relationship ~or each 
speoiaeD auring the course o~ traaeformation, the easet aa4 
completion of the transfer.mation ooul4 be deter.aine4. !he 
beginning of the reaotiom was taken ae the time at whioh the 
temperature ~iret began to rise, aad the ooapletion was 
taken as the tiae at whioh the tempera'h.re 'besaa "o 4rop o'f'f. 
At the outset of the investigation, it was thought that 
the transformation at the T&rioue tempera~ure intervals, aa-
V.een sero 4egree• centigrade and the euteotoil temperatare, 
eould be followed b7 teaperature measurement• while the 
speeimen was held in a liquid bath maintained at "h• tempera-
ture desire& for the test. HoweTer, it was found that this 
method of study was not feasible due to the rapidity with 
which heat was eonduoted away from the specimen by the medium. 
~inally, it was found that, if the specimen was he1d in 
an air filled eontainer ·~ auffieient volume (a ~r.naee 
muf~le era ea1or1meter). that the air aetea · aa an insulator 
ana di4 not allow rapi4 conduction of the heat of reaction 
awa7 froa the apeoiaen. Ua4er these oonditions, the tempera-
tare r18e -.•••cl :a.7 1;ll,e .aeat o~ 4eoempoaition could 'be mea-
eured and there w0uld. be little change in the temperature 
of the air in the container. 
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~tar suitable cold swaging and heat-treatment to in-
sure uni~ormity of chemioal composition throughout the allo7, 
the alloy bars were cut into ~our specimens which measured 
two an4 one-half inches in length by ene-half inch in di-
ameter. A hole, three~aixteenths inches in 4iameter, waa 
drilled to a depth of three-~ourthe of an inch along the 
longtituainal axis of eaeh specimen. A chremel-alumel ther-
mocouple was inserted into the hole of each apecimea an4 
sealed in place with Sauereisen Aabastoa cement. Copper 
lead·~res were welded to the thermocouples. All therao-
couples had prev1eus17 aeen ealibrate4 with a Hoskins ~JPe-HA 
!herraoeleotrie P7rometer, asainst th.e aeltias point• ,of pure 
siDe, antilllOB7 &Bd oaclm11UA. .!hia oeml»iD&tioa wa• au.'bae-
quently- usei to measure all temperature eh&JI&el!l 1• the .epe-
eimens during later test raas. 
!hree of the tour specimens prepare4 were use4 for eaoh 
test run at a giveB temperature, except in oases where re-
sults were extremely erratic. In this event, the experiment 
was re-run and the ad4itional results were noted and plotted 
on time-temperature graphs. (See )ligures ? to 23. Also 
!able III.} 
ln general, the test procedure was aa ~ollows: 411 
·Bpeoiaens were aubjeete4 to an annealing heat-treatment at 
three-h11D4re4 &B4 :tort.r te taree-hundrea and sixty degrees 
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centigrade for twelve to eighteen hours prior to each test. 
-Lead-wires from the specimen to be tested were connected to 
the Hoe~ns pyrometer and the specimen was quenched ~rom 
the heat-treating fur.nace into a liquii medium, either water 
or Crisco, held at the temperature desired for the teat. 
Zero time was taken as the instant the specimen touched the 
quenching medium. In all cases, the specimen was held in 
the quench for fifteen seconds to assure complete cooling 
to temperature o~ the bath. After this time had elapsed, 
the specimen was immediatel~ transferred to the air~fillei 
container maintaine4 at the same temperature aa that o~ the 
quenching medium. !amperature readings were then recorded 
at fifteen-second intervale until completion of the 4ecom• 
position. !he maximum rise in temperature of the air in 
the furnace and calorimeter was observel to De fiTe 4esreee 
oentisrad.e • 
. . 
!he procedure o=t attachin& tlte thermocou.ple lea~a ·te 
the pyrometer prior to quenching p:teTe4 to be a T~ry satis-
~actory time-saving de vi.-. !he ·au-tll.or oouli easily make 
all necessary manipulations of the apparatus and begin re-
cording time-temperature measurements well within thirty 
·seconds ·~ zero time. 
!raaa~ormation studies were made at zero, twenty-
·aight, fi~t7, one•hundred, one-hundred and fifty, two-
hundred, two-hundred and thirty-~iTe, and two-hundred and 
:t1ft7 leareea oeat1Bra4e. 
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~e apparatus utilized for study of the transformation 
at zero and twenty-eight degrees centigrade ie shown in 
~igure 3. At zero degrees centigrade, temperatures were 
maintained by packing the thermos jacket with chipped ice. 
Specimens were quenched into ice-water from the heat-
treating furnace. 
!he transformation study at t~ty•eisht legreea (room 
temperature1 centigrade presented no difficulties. Water 
was used as the quenching medium. 
!he apparatus utilized for study of transformation at 
elevated temperatures, between fifty and two-aundred and 
fifty degrees centigrade, is shown in Figures 4 an4 5. 
file choiee of a quenching medium for the transformation 
stucly at fift7 an4 one-hundred degrees centigrade presented 
little difficulty. Water was easily heated to fifty iegreee; 
and boiling water was reasonably close ao ODe hundred de-
grees at the e~stins barometric pressure. However, the 
choice of a quenching medium for temperaturee above ene-
hundred degrees presented quite a problem: Kauy 41~ferent 
liquids were oonsiiarel before a choice waa made. It was 
found that Crisco, the commercial animal and vegetable fat 
shortening material, wa• the most suitable medium for this 
type of study. It was finall7 used as a quenching medium for 
all stadies abeTe one-hundrel degrees, including the high-
est temperature employed, that o~ two-hundred fifty degrees. 
h.rnaoe 'teape:ratures were measured by means of a standard 
mereury thermometer. The temperature of the furnace used 
for these studies was controlled b~ adjusting the current 
flow in the furnace resistors by means of a carbon-pile 
variable resistor B.lld a powerstat variable voltage regula-
tor all connected in series with the furnace. (See Figure 
6.J Accuracy of temperature control was considered to be 
of the order of about plus or minus five degrees centigrade 
for all runs. 
The time-temperature graphs for each- individual test 
run are to be ~ound in Figures 7 to 23, inclusive. A 
summary of the onset ~nd completion of transformation date 
is tabulated in !able III. EXperimental averages were taken 
from individual test data, and the mean beginning and end of 
transformation calculated for eaeh temperature investigated. 
!h.is information was then utilizel for the construotion f.t:t 
the Time~Temperature~Transformation diagram indieated in 
Figure 24. 
~ attempt has been made to record the structural 
changes which take place during the progress of the trans-
formation of the beta-prime constituent. This attempt is by 
no means the first whieh has been made with this object in 
mind. However, the author was curious to know whether or 
not the tranafGrmation as repe.rted by other investigators 
could be duplicated, ani 1~ :eo, if it were possible to record 
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the decomposition at interval~ o~oser to zero time. The 
following is a detailed account of the techniques employed 
for the metallography and the results obtained. 
Ia order to gain some information as to the structural 
appearance of the eutectoid alloy in the "as chill cast" 
condition, metallographie samples were taken from the crop-
ped portion of the original ingots. (:,J.ee ~igures 2.5 and 26.) 
S&Dlples were also taken from each of the alloy bars 
which had been swaged in the "e,s chill cast" condition. 
Examination inaicated no visible change in the microstructure 
except that the size of the dendritic matrix was smaller. 
This observation was to be expected since no intermediate 
heat-treatment was employed. ~ view of this, ns photo~ 
micrographs were taken. 
No further attempt was made a-t m1·creeoepie e~1JUI-c-ion 
until after corapletien of the thermal . st1141' · .t~t the allo7. 
' · ·- .. 
~ ' M ~ ' ' " 
•oh "f the three thermal stul7 apecoimene was sectioned 
for metallographio samples and subjeoted to an annealing 
treatment at three~hundred and forty to three-hundred and 
sixty degrees eentigrade for one~hundred and five hours. 
The furnace temperature was then reduced to two-hundred and 
ten degrees centigrade for a period of fifteen hours, after 
which the spec~mens were furnace eooled to room temperature. 
It was hoped that the ~bove heat-treatment would yield a 
representative equilibrium structure of the alloy in the 
&nn$&l.el ,, o•ali:t:1-iJG. , (.a.• Jllsures 27 and 28.) The same 
-"' ;.,:. /( ', . 
samples were later used for transformation studies. 
Considerable difficulty was encountered in the prepara-
tion of suitable speoimen surfaces for metallographic ezam-
ination. Because of the so~nees of ~he allo~ a rather 4eep 
layer of disturbed metal was fer.mei at the specimen surfaoe 
during polishing. Oonsequent1J, the followins polishin& 
technique was deTeloped, an4 the procedure was followed for 
preparation of all eaaples exsained: 
1. Careful. · han4 gri:r.uliDS on #0 through #OOOO eaer.v 
papere l~brioated ~th a solution of fifteen grams of par-
affin ia one liter of kerosene; 
2. Hanel grim41Dg on the #OOOO grit wae :tollcnre4 b7 
etehimg for about three ~autee in three per oent Iital 
eolutioa;. 
1. ~ollowed by polishiag n ·a eaaY&8 lap rotat1~ at 
2&0 rpm fer a :periecl of about oae aiD•t•. Bae~er .nra-
•ine ~ry in water auepension waa ueed a8 . the abraaiTe 
agent; 
4. !ha samples were then washed in hot water, etched 
for about one minute in three per cent Bital and polished 
~or about one minute on a Selvt lap, rotating at 250 rpm. 
Buehler ~umina Kicropolish in water suspension was used aa 
abrasive. 
&. At this poiat the spec~en was re-etched with three 
per oant I1tal for about fifteen seconds, then hand-polished 
on a pieoe o~ ailk oloth stretched over a plane glass back-
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1ng. Polishing was oontinued until no evidenoe of etching 
W$8 apparent. The sil.k oloth was lubricated with the par-
affin-kerosene solution and a very al.lght amount of Bu.ehl.er 
Alumina Mic.ropolish powdered into the . silk cloth was used 
as the abrasive. 
6.. l'inal etching was aooomplished as BO()Jl as the last 
evidence of surface etQhing had disappeared. All pol1sa1~ 
waa kept at a minimum to insure as little disturbed surface 
metal as possible. Final etching, by immersion, w~e o:f 30 
seconds duration in three per cent Nital• 
!h~ metallogrsphio s~pl.es employed to follow the oouree 
of transformation were heat-treate4 at three-hundred and 
I forty to three-hlUldred a.ncl eirty degrees centigrade for a 
per1o4 of twelve to eighteen hours prior to quenehing. These 
samples were prepared as 1JJ.dioe.te4 ~bove. exoept that the 
final eteh was omitted. U1er ;poll.~~~ , •• ;aamp1e8 were 
. . ' 1· -, •i '\... . . 
heat-treatei, quenahe4, stven a rapid repo·l.ish .pd etahei at 
···- .. ... .. 
the time intervals iniioated under the 1n41vidual photo-
micrographs. (S.ee l'isures 29 to 36. inolusi ve .} 
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THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA 
' Figure Gra}m Quenctung Transr.-imatien Transformation TranstGnnation Tetal Required 
Number Number Medium Temperature Start Finish Time 
7 l Water o•c 4·50 min. !0.00 min. 5.50 min. 
'( l n n 1.50 " ~.ou n 6.50 " 
IS ) II II ;.;o " ~.Q() II 4.50 11 
6 4 II n 2.5() II 9.50 II ?.Ou " 
9 ~ " " )e?'J II 10.50 It 0.75 II 
9 4b n II l.l') rt 5.~5 tl 4.00 " 
Average l.tS3 min. ~.54 min. 5.71 min. 
!0 ~ Water 2~C O.'f') min. 4.00 min. J.25 min. 
.10 b 11 n 1.00 " 4.00 " 3.00 !1 :" 
ll 7 n rf .1..00 n 4.00 II 3.00 II 
.u. ~ " 
n O.'{'j II 4.00 II 3.25 " 
l~ y tl n o.;o n _). 75 If 3.25 11 
J.;G 10 n 11 Q.'/5 II 4.75 " 4.00 " 
Average 0.791 min. 4.08 min. 3.29 min. \J't VJ 
IS !ll (C<tiTINUED) 
Pigure Grapb Quenching Transrennatien Tranerennatien Transrermatien Tetal Time 
Iaber Number ledium Temperature Start Finish Required 
.1.3 ll •ter so•c o.s min. 3.00 min. 2.50 min. 
.1.3 J2 n n 0.5 " 3.75 " 3.25 II 
.14 J.3 
" • 0.5 " 3.75 " 3.25 11 
-An age 0.5 min • 3·33 min. J.OO min. 
.14 .1.4 Water .~.oo-c 0.5 min • ).;o min. 3.00 min. 
.1.~ .15 n " 0.!) n 4.2; " 3.75 " 
.1.5 J.o n • o.; n 4.50 " 4.00 " 
~ 
J.D J.'l " •· o.s • 5.00 " 4.50 " 
-
A'htqe a:;-min. 4.3! min • 3.81 min. 
J:l l~ Crisce .tsoec' 0.75 min. 3.15 min. ).00 min. 
'i. 
l.'l .1.9 n n O. '15 n 2.7') 11 2.00 " 
lti 20 n .. 0.75 n 3.75 • 3.00 " 
Averqe 0. 7') min. ).42 min. 2.bb min. 
"' ... 
Figure Grapn Quenching 
Ntmlber Number Medium 
J.ts 2.1.. Crise• 
.L9 ~ " 
19 ~j II 
2U 24 Crise• 
21 2!> II 
22 2o " 
2) 2'1 Crise• 
~ ill (CONTINUED) 
Transronnatien Transror.matien Transformation 
Temperature Start Finish 






II 0.50 n 4.00 n 
Average 0.50 min. 4.o? min. 
235°C 1.00 min. 14.00 min. 
" 




Average 0.8}5 min. l) .35 min. 
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B'igure 26 
Al•Zn Ea.tectoid Alloy in the ''As Chill 




Al-Zn Euteotoid Alloy in the "As Chill 




A1-Zn Bntectoid Alloy ~a1ei 105 
hours at 360°0. then 210°0 ~or 16 
hours. then furnace cooled to room-
temperature. Dark etching constituent 
is the uJt.resolvecl. "pearlitic" structure. 
Etchel with 3 ~ Bital. 
100 :X 
60 
Jligure 28 200 X 
Al-Zn Bnteotoid Alloy Annealed 105 hours at 360°C, 
then 210°0 for 15 hours, then furnace cooled to 
room-temperature. Dark etching constituent is the 
unresolved rtpearlitic" structure. Etched with 
3% Bital. 
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~isure 29 200 x 
Beta-prime solid solution thirty-
seconds after quenching in ice-water. 
~ehed with Z% Bita1 30 seconds 
a~ter quenching. 
Figure 30 200 X 
Al-Zn eutectoid alloy one minute after quenching 
in ioe-water. Single phase beta-prime structure 
beginning to decompose into duplex structure of 
alpha plus beta. Etahed with 3% Nital. 
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~isure 51 
Al-Zn eutectoid alloy ene minute after quenching 
in ice-water. Single phase beta-prime structure 
beginniBg to decompose into duplex structure of 
alpha plus beta. Etched with 3 ~ Bital. 
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500 X 
A1-Zn euteotoid alloy two and one-half minutes 
after quenching in ice-water. White areas 
designate unchanged beta-prime solid solution. 
Dark areas designate fine mixture of alpha and 
beta phases. Etched with 3% Nital. 
200 % 
Figure 33 
Al-Zn eutectoid alloy two an4 one~half minutes 
after quenching in ice-water. White areas 
iesignate unchanged beta-prime salid solution. 
Dark areas designate fine mixture of alpha and 
beta phases. Etched ~th 3% Bital. 
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500 % 
Fisure 34 200 X 
Al-Zn eutectoid alloy eight and one-half minutes 
after quenahing in ioe-water. White areas 
designate unchanged beta-prime solid solution. 
Dark areas designate fine mixture of alpha and 
beta phases. Et·eh,d with 3% Nital. 
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.A.l.-Za eu1;eoto1d all~7 e1sht and one-halt minutes 
after quenching in ioe-wate~. White areas 
4ta1saa1ie 'Ql10hange4 beta-prime sol14 solution. 
Dark area• desigDate fine mixture of alpha and 
beta pha•••· Etohe.4 wi "th 3 'fo Bi tal. 
:B'isure 3§ 750 X 
A1-Zn euteotoid alloy eight and one-half minutes 
after quenching in ioe•water. !he structure 
indieate,s the variation in the rate of transform-
ation ~rom grain to grain in the specimen. 
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• !HBORE!IOAL CONSIDERJ.TIOB 
!Ile auth0r believes that a 4etailed iisoueeioa et 
the theeries of eutectoii transformation is be7oni the 
&cope of this investigation. However. 1~ woull aeea 
appropriate to review a few of the oharaoteristios of 
eutectoids as applioable to this research and to indieate 
the latest theory under eoneideration regardiDg the .mode 
of transf~rmation in these a1loys. · 
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!he equili~rium diagram of a euteotoii alloy indioatea 
a solid phase. whieh ie stab1e onl; at high temperature•. 
an4 whioh on cooling converts 1taa1t into a heterogeneeua 
mass of both neighboring solil :phases. !he euteoto14 con~ 
• 
etraetion in the equili&rilllm iiagram 1a ·denoted ~7 tae 
llllierlined nyn torm similar to that oonatruction f4l1D4 ia 
the ease ef euteotice. 
(12' 
Doi1 , in his review of flln4aaenta1 research. 
(62} Beig, J. K., ncrystal Structure and Phase !ransforma-
tiens", Ketals aeview. Vol. 22, Bo. 12. December, 19&9. 
eummarisas the latest accepted theories regarding transfor-
mation in the solid. state. He treats ·the nucleation of 
phase ·transfermatiena ae foliows: "A theor7 of transient 
nucleation, which appeared about 18 months ago, now makes it 
pc,.asible to exp1&1B all tJl)eS of transformation in terms of 
nuoleation an4 growth. !his theory. first proposed b7 
'10 
(53} 
Turnbull also e%plains why an incubation period is 
(53) Tu~bull, »., Ketals !eehnology, Vol 15, June, 1948. 
observel in suoh -transformations ·aa that ~rom aus~eDite to 
pearlite or bainite, while no imeubation perio4 is Deeeaaary 
~or martensitic transformations. 
"Over the past ten years or so, the iaothermal traaa-
formation studies . of Mehl and his co-workers established 
that pearlite ~orias b7 a process of nuo1eat'ion anc1 subseq•ent 
growth of the nuclei im the austenite matriK. ~e7 meaaure4 
the rate o~ Dueleation aa a :tunetion of .. 'time. After the in-
cubation period, durimg which DO auolei were detected, nucle-
ation began at a low rate aal sra4ual17 iaoreaeea until it 
reached a steady - state rata. 
"!he theGry of transient ••eleation, as proposed by 
!urnbull, is an erlension of the Tolmer-Becker theor7 which 
had satisfactorily explained the rate of nucleation of 
droplets from condensed vapor but hai failel to prediot the 
incubation period for trans·formatio:n in solids until it was 
revise4 by !ur.nbu11. In this theory, it is assumed that 
there is a certain minimum or critieal size of nucleus of a 
stable phase that is able to grow spontaneously in an un-
atable matrix phase. Buolei of size smaller than this are 
a1waye preaemt &eoause of chance arrangement of atoms, but 
the7 suffer eont1nua1 fluctuation in size by gaining or 
losing atoms through thermal motioa. Hence, they are oalled 
embryos. 
"~or every temperature, there is a definite equili-
brium size of embryo. Futhermore, the theory predicts that 
the rate of nucleation is proportional to the number o~ 
those embryos whose size is just smaller than the critica1 
size. At this point, Tarnbull injeeted his important re-
vision that explained the incubation period. He pointed out 
that when the alloy is cooled from aboTe the transformation 
temperature to a temperature not far below it, the equili-
brium distribution of embryos does not take place immediatel7 
but requires time because the rate of grewth of embryos &7 
addition ef atoms is limited by di~fusioA. Hence, the rate 
o~ nucleation is neslisibly small at first and 4oea not 
become appreeiable until the ooncentrat1ea of embryos o~ 
near-critical size has been built up. As the distribution 
o~ embryo sizes approaches equilibrium, the nucleation rate 
increases until it, too, reaches a steady state. 
nln a more quantitatiTe stud~ o~ transient nucleation, 
(64) 
Hobetetter . considered that the ehemioal composition of 
(54) Hobstetter, J. B., Metals !echnolo.~. Yol 15, Oct. 
1941. 
the embryos is important as well as their size, and was 
able to e%plain the shape Gf the c-curTes in isothermal 
transformation diagrams. In his oalou1at1ens, he assumed 
a definite embryo shape and a decomposition ~thin the 
solubility gap in an equilibrium diagr~.n 
•om wbat has been quoted above, it can readily be 
ledueed that the transformation products of a euteatoid 
. -. ' 
decompositi0~ whould be dependent upon the rate at which 
the phase whieh is stable at high temperatu:r;es is cooled. 
!a~e pQ!nt is best illustrated by the effeot of inorease 
1n o0oling rate on the decomposition prod~ots of austenite. 
When au.stenite is oooled at a very slow rate, but faster 
than the equilibrium cooling rate, the produet of trana-
for.mation will be eaorse pearlite. As the oooling rate is 
increased, the structure of the pearlite changes. That ia 
t" ••7" 'fi-.e diat&rle_, between the alternate plates of ferrite 
' . . 
, ·· 
and carbiie is reauoed ami causes the stracture to appear 
finer. Th~s pr<to:ea-8 q1 transformation· involves beth time 
an.4 diffusion. Wh·e·n helfeV'er, the rate of oool.ing is in-
oreased considerably, so that it exeeeds a certain "er1tieal 
cooling rate", it is found that the transformatien no longer 
is depe~dent wholly upon time and diffusion but also upon 
meehanioal. shear within the grains themselves. The product 
of transformation is then termed "martensite" and the rate 
of ooo1ing necessary for ita oooling is, of course, depen-
iant upon the composition of the austenite. Attention must 
"be · oallecl to the fact that intermediate transformation 
structures •re to be found between coarse pearlite and 
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martensite and that the character and appearance o~ these 
structures $.r~.'a..lso dependent upon the rate of cooling ani 
upon the time and dif~usion factors. 
EY14enoe indicates ' that this dependence of etruoture 
on cooling rate could easily be carried over from oae 
euteetoid alloy in a given system and be made to ~pply, at 
least qualitatively, to other such alloy systems. This is 
. ~ . - I' ,_.. - · 
borne out by the similarity between the transformation 
products of the oopper~aluminum and the iron-carbon euteotoid 
alloys. 
It would seem logical to assume that if the rate of 
transformation tends to exert suoh a strong in£luence on the 
structure and properties of the transformation products 1n 
one or two al1oy systems, that the methode. of study which 
are applicable to these two systems could be made to apply 
to a third, or even possibly to all eutectoid alleys. 
P~evious investigation has shown that the study of the time~ 
temperature relationship with regard to transformation have 
oontribute4 much toward an insight concerning structural 
ohanges whioh take place during cooling at a variety of 
different rates. From this insight, much needed physical 
in~or.mation has evolved. 
At this point in the discussion, it seems appropriate 
to review some of the fundamental information regarding the 
eutectoid transfor.mation as applied to a time-temperature-
transformation study. F•r an alloy of eutectoid composition 
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there is a charaeteristic te~perature ~ound on the alloy 
equilibrium diagram whioh may be referred to as the "euteo-
toid temperature''. Above this temperature the single solicl 
phase w.ill rema.in stabJ.e for an indefinite time. \ftlen, 
however, the temperature is lowerecl. below this critical tem-
perature and is held constant, the transformation o~ the single 
solid solution phase is not instantaneous, but requires for 
its onset and for ~ts aompletion definite periods of time 
which should be oharaateristio of the temperature level at 
I 
which the alloy is being held. The moa,t Bo:avenient me~hocl 
of representing this phenomenon is by means of a time-tempera-
ture-transformation diagram. !he time axis may be made 
logarithmdc or straight time aa best suits the rates of allo7 
transformation in questiCDnt the leg~r~thmio scale beUl& the 
most suitable for decompoaitiens requiriag e~oesa1Yely loDg 
' · 
period·s o£ time. · Temperature ts us118.lly plott•d as the 
orlinate. 
Paat experience has shown that the time-temperature-
transformation curves plotted £or steels of various cgmpo-
sitioms and for the deoomposition .ot the nbeta" eopper-
al~i:aum alley assume the shape of a. r.tf." or 'ti·n.telgral sign". 
Uaq.ally, the diagrams •re. at any temperature level below 
· ~ - ~ . . . . ~. 
the "eutectoid temperature",~ diviied into three time zones: 
lJ that in whioh the high temperature phase, though unstable, 
has not yet begUn. to traneform (thls •~ne lies to the left 
'16 . 
on the diagram); 2) that in which the transformation proceeds 
to completion at constant temperature; and 3) that in which 
the transformation is complete. I1i must be understood that 
these zones indicate the rate of transformation at ~empera­
tures where time and diffusion are the predominant factors in 
the transformation and do not constitute divisions in the 
diagram below the temperature at which martensite is formed. 
T~«re would seem to be little doubt as to the existence 
I 
of a proper theory to explain the shape taken by these time~ 
temperature~transformation aurves, provided the exact mech-
anism of transformation is known. The concept of incubation 
- (16J 
ani formation of embryos, as proposed b7 !u.rnbull 
• 
(661 hrnbull, »., !.2. ~., P ·· ·7Q 
apparently is a recent step toward the under·stand.ing of the 
time required for the onset of nucleation. Wllen this recent 
research is considered along with the voluminous work which 
has been completed in the past it can be seen that the pro-
per answers to the mysteries involved in the phenomena of 
eutectoid transformation lie in the not too distant future. 
However, it must be kept in mind that the present knowledge 
of this mechanism has resulted from detailed study of only 
a small percentage of all possible eutectoid alloys, so that 
no hari and fast rules for the meohanism, as a whole, can 
be expected at this time. Complete knowledge and under-
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standing could not be anticipated until all such systems 
were studied in detail and the similarities between indi-
vidual alloys catalogued and explained. 
7'1 
DISCUSSION OF EXPERIKBNTAL ~ 
~ination of the experimental thermal analysis 
time-temperature graphs, which were established during 
transf&rmation of the allUllinum-zino euteetoid alloy at 
suboritical temperatures, indicates certain ehanges in 
slope which require detailed consideration. For the pur~ 
pose of discussion the individUal curves may be divided 
into definite portions which are: 1) a flat zone, locate4 
at the left of the graph, which shows that the specimen 
temperature remained constant until the onset of transfor-
mation; 2} a rapid change ·in slope denoting a steep rise in 
temperature csusecl by a rapid generation o:t heat within the 
specimen ani indicating the onset o:t transformation; ZJ a 
second flat portion, or "~lateautt. iniioa.ting that the 
specimen temperature remained constant due to a balance in 
the rate of heating an4 rate of cooling of the test piece 
within the calorimeter or furnace; and 4) a portion showing 
the gradual cooling of the specimen as it approached the 
temperature of the calorimeter or furnace. (See ~igure 7 
to 26, inclusive.} 
!1me-temperature curves established in earlier pub-
lished research do not contain the flat r.r»latea.u" regions 
:.r . 
founi in this investigation. This variation in curve shape 
is due, no doubt. to the testing condi ti~.na set tp for this 
exper1mentat~'l1'• D.at .11. the progress of all9y transfor-
matiOll had not 'beea tollowe4 while the teat p1eoe wa• 
maintai~d •t a -oomstant temperature in a.. a1r~fill•d 
e.ontaiaer. Oa the; oont~arz. tranaforaation lata qt this 
,· -·· . 
type had been reoorded while 1;4e speoime.n ••. wr•ppe4 in 
(II t'Ci." l'l 1 
a aJ.oth and h.e,ld at ro~11 temperature · · · , ·• OJ' 'While 
(56 1 Hueo:n,, l>· Qd Q.a,.~er, •• L. v.' 9• oit •• P• 14 I 
' 
~ 
,.,.1 tanalae .• !I! • ' J. Inst. :Meta.la, u.~ O·i t •• 
-
P• l. 
(6'1) x...-a,., :a. G • • Kete.ls and ~11078~ !1.• cit •• P• 18 
'18 
t•• apto1••n was eu~roun4ed by soms 1naul•t1na material other ('IB J. 
thaa air • 8lnoe the testing conditione ~ary from those 
( 181 hl:.let, Jl. r. • . &11«\ Wiloo:x:. :a. L •• !J. • ~1 t _., p. 18 
repBrte4 in the 11 teratu:re. the 'time- temperature ourTas 
shown in this investigation could not be expected to agree 
in shape. Cur~es published earlier a.ve shown no indioa-
tion ae to the for.mation of "pl.teaus", but rather, have 
shown a rapii increase in temperature to a rounded max~ 
~t~ a subsequent rapii drop-off in temperatare. The 
authqr 'belle'VI.eB that this shape is due to the rapid 41sei-
P,tio:a o:t he•~ f~~m the ~pe~~men~ 
In ~he pu.\):~4-·~-•' w~rk oi ted above,· 1 t has been the 
• h • -
aooepte4 pel1ey to desisnate the onset of transformation 
'19 
as the time at which a rapid change in slope of the ourTe 
took place ani to 4es1gnate the completion of tranatorma-
tion as the time at which the temperature reached a mazilllUD. 
Owing -;e the different oharaoter of the curves plotted in 
'this researoh, ~he autaor was foi'oel io investigate 1'he 
appl~oation of thls accepted policy to the experimental 
graphs. It waa fo1U14 that the onset of trans:tonaation ._. 
,1a41oated as the time Qf rap1d rise in spe0,1me• tempera~• 
a• shown by rapid ohange in slope. In or:ler to detei'Uline 
when transformation was completed, the author firet made a 
.. i.. . . 
test run to determine the length of the "p1-~•,•• OD the 
.. . . . . . . '('J,. 
ti.rn~·t_empe r~turc.a . o~TI _ for _ ~ i~cl:tTii~~ 9101Qaen. !he 
•P•~._,n wa• th.en re-heat-treated. an.4 ti•-.temperature 4ata 
. " ' . " .. - . : . ,, . ... ~ . . . 
o~l~eoted _ a ~eoond time, but instead o:t ~llo~ng th~ reaction 
~o go tc:> completion, ~· spe~1men wa~ que~ehecl _ from the 
~plateau" t•mperature at so.~e intermediate time.. I~ the 
traaafo~~ion had be•n completed at the time of this 
quenohing. no subsequent heat generation or temperature rise 
from the specimen could have been expeot~d. However, it waa 
foUJLd that a temperature rise did take plaoa. thus indica-
ting that the "beta" ieoomposition had not gone to completion 
at the time of quenching. T·he poaeibili t;r ot some reaction 
remaining after the curve ~howel temperature 4rop-off from 
. . . . 
the "pla~ea-q." teapera~e .(due to oooling of speoimel!l toward 
.. . .. ·' ... ~· .. , . . .. .... ' 
the temperature o~ the air container) was then considered. 
- ~h.1• te~t wa,11 oonluotecl in the aauie manner as the preoeeding 
SQ 
'teat anct the resu1 ts proved negative. !his indica:ted ~h•t 
the deoompositien had gone to completion in this range, ao 
it was oono1uded that tr~sformation ended when the ~empera­
ture readiqs began to decrease from the "P•·•t•••" portion 
.:J....; '~. . 
o~ th41 ourve. ~is genex-al. p~Qa:edure •a.a repeated ~or ear.oh 
of the au'boritie$l temperatures uncler ooneideration :in thie 
ia?••"tigatiom. ~4 the results w-.re identical. in all oa•es. 
!he writer tll._n aclopte.a . the policy. ~ha"t the . oneet e'f tra1U1-
~ormation was indicated bF a rap14 rise ill te•perature or 
ohange in slope Gf the ourve, an4 that t4e oompletian of 
transformation ••& indicated by tae la.•~ time~temperature 
reading reQorded in the ";pl~~eau~ r,gi.on of the· ourve. 
Figure, 8-3 ~eq1l1res exp.lan•tion beoauae tbe .. tJ!'anaform-
ation a1; this te.mper.ature was not allo•ed to go ta oomple-
tioJJ,. !his was done :ro~ "t;he· :to.llowing · rea•ona: ·~·~ t41 
air furne.~e wa• hel4 at two hundred ancl fifty degree• 
oentigrade an4 the test pieoe allowed to decompose at this 
temperature, the heat generation oaused the te~perature of 
the specimen to rise above the "euteo,oi4 temperature" o~ 
the alloy. !heeretioallJ'. -.11 things being equal the alloy 
would rema1• as single phase beta-prime under these condi-
1-iona. BoftTe·r, -..ie ~· no-t; t:ta.e •·&•e. Th«I te·aperatura ot 
~-e pieoe lropped after twenty-nine minutes, thus indioating 
that transforma,ion a.• gone to oompletion. The test pieoe 
was then quenohe4 into water at twenty-eight degrees at 
~ort7 minute• -.1 almoat immediately a heat generation 
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resulted. This ahowed that the transformation had net b4'en 
completed at this time, ah.d that the time-temperature eurve 
was of no value. The carve is included only to iniicate 
the al1Q7 behavior under these eiraumstances. 
nt ,,,,_,,,~~ • attention is called to Fi;guee 10. and 16, 
Grap4s 15 , 16 and 17 • .It wlll be noted that the le.:tt 
portion of thee,e curves ' ia ,uniqlle in that the exoepted 
plateau is replaee4 by a sharp drop i~ temperature to a 
miniml1.lll a•d then a eharp :rise to the "plateau". !h.is o0n• 
atruotio• on es.oh curve resembles in a,ppaaranae the oonstruc-
tio,n found in ooo11ng ou.rves o:t pure metal11 where a super-
eeoling effect is pre·sent. The a:&thcn: ·oa.n offer no explan-
atio• as the the meaning of this construction o~ tha graphs. 
A.ttent.1;-oa i:a oalled to tho~e time-temperature curve·& 
which show no flat portion to th.e left 0f the graph . la 
oases such as these. there was an immediate rise in tempera-
ture fellowing the first time-temperature reading. Th'is 
1n4.ioates that transformation began irnmed.iately after 
quenching. 
The ~ime-~,eIJ).perature-Transformation eurve as ~ ~~~~blish­
ed fram the time-temperature graphs is shown in Figure 24. 
I.t w111 be noted that the curve assumes essentially the 
aame sh~pe ae curves establiahea for the iron-carbon and 
oopper-aluminum euteotoid alloys. lb:amination of the points 
plotted on this "O" curve appear to follow fairly well, 
with 1;he eJCoep'fi!oa o-t the point which indioates completion 
ea 
of transformation at one hundred degrees centigrade. Thi• 
partioular point, 1 t will be notioe.4, appears · toQ far to 
the right. !he authBr believes that this is due ta the 
taot that the quenohing medium was changed Just above this 
temperature, that is to sa7, that the ~b111ty to extraot 
- .. 
heat from the alloy specimen varied in the water 8ll4 in the 
Oriaco. !he change in quenching rate may possibly have 
some bearing on the ti~e required for transformation. 
BJrem1Jaatio~ ot the photomicrographa (~igu~e 29 to 36, 
1nolusiTe) indicates the structural changes which take place 
luring transformation. It m••' be noted th~t ~he 1nolu4ei 
. ·- ~ 
aiorographa ahoulcl not be oorrelatecl ""1th the . !-i••'"-"·~:eqezature­
!iaufe>rmation curve, B'ipre 24, because the treatment et 
tll• me1;·aliograph1o specimens did no.t oorrespon4 . t .o that of 
the thermal anal7a1a specimens. ~e metallog:raph1o ap.eoimens 
were quenohed from the heat-treatment temperature o~ three 
hundred and fifty degrees into ioe•water and then allowed to 
transform at room temperature. This ioe~water quench vari-
ation wae performed in order that the tr .. sform~tion might 
be delayed long enough for neoessary polishing ani other 
manipulation of the sample to be aeoompl1ehe4. 
J'1gur~ a~ .. ahowa the homogeneous structure of the beta-
prime constituent thirty seconds after quenching. Figures 
30 and 31 show this structure o~ the alloy one minute after 
quenohing. It w111 be noted that the single phase structure 
~· br•~DS 4~wn aaain into a duplex struoture and that 
transformation is begilllling both at the grain boundaries 
and within the grains taemsel vee. fhe darkfDi.:n~ ~t the 
grain boundaries does not appear to be uniform even in an 
ea 
indi vidua.1 grain. fr.ansfQ;rme;~ioJJ. . aq>peare to be taking 
place at the grain boundary on one portion ~f a s1.Dgle 
grain while no tr~sforma~ion has progressed in an aa3aoent 
portion of the s~e grain. Figu~ee 32 and 33 show that 
transformation has progressed throughout the sample. It 
will again be noted that the transformation rate varies 
from grain to grain. The 4JLrk etohing portions indicate an 
extremelt fine mixture Qt tha alpha &lld beta particles 
. . ~ ' • . 
produced as a result of the beta-prime decomposition. 
. . 
~!suree 34 amd 35 represent the st~uoture eight .,nd one-
half minutes after quenching. It ·Oan be seen that the de-
composition or transformation has proceeded much farther 
. .. 
and that almost all portions of the specimen have been 
affected. The white areas represent the beta-prime phaee 
(, 
yet unchanged. 
Figure 36 ~ndicates the alloy structure eight ahd one-
half minutes after quenching and shows the extent to which 
transformation at this time v~ries from grain to grain in 
the alloy. 
' fhe author wishes to call the reader's attention to 
the blurring whieh appears in many of the photomiarographs. 
Thia blurring is due to the uneven specimen surfaoe which 
is caused by shrinkage of the alloy during transformation. 
!his ah~inkage varies in magnitude from grain to grain 
and renders impossible the focusing of all portions of 
the microscope field at one time •. 
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SUGGE$~~ - 'u.RfaBR - ST~Y 
~ ; : ' I 
- ' 
!he autho:r re.al.izes the improvement which could be 
made on this research, primarily, from the standpoint o~ 
method o~ measuremeat o~ the onset of the tranaformatiGn 
• 1 . . .. 
86 
at several subcritioa1 temperatures. Temp·~:raiiure measure~ 
menta are always accompanied by appreciable time lags, and 
a method o~ measurement which would eliminate the poas1-
b111ty of this source of error ia to be reoommende4. ~he 
author fe 'els that measurement of the r-te of transformat!on 
of beta-prime by means of di1atometry, electrical reaist1•1-
ty or oonduettvity changes, etc. might eliminate this source 
of error. 
!he oorrelation of isothermal hardness ch&Dges at man.y 
aubaritieal temperatures with this thermal analysis study 
w.ould probably shed muoh 11ght on the mechanism of the trans-
formation. Just ·SUh. a study is now in progress in these 
1aboratoriea under the direction of ])r. D. s. Bp. ·pelsheimer. 
. (-69 J 
An extension of the research of Ecimun<l:a e,a the 
etuly of bet~-prime single crysta1s using the Laue method 
may perhaps shed much light on the mechanism of transfor-
mation and possibly explain the variation o~ the rate of 
transformation which appears to exist in each grain of a 
86 
polycrystalline mass of the beta-prime phase. 
Aa. extension of the research which has been done 
concerning the effeet of additional elements on the rate of 
beta-prime transformation would be Tery interesting and 
also a consideration of the effect, if any, of grain size 
on the transformation. 
8'1 
The stuay of the rate of transformatian of the aluminum-:-
zino euteotoid alloy by means of metallography and thermal 
analysis indicates the following cono1usions: i, 
1. The~e appears to be some relation in the appearance 
or shape of the Time-!emperature"""·!ra.nsformation curve of 
this alloy and the euteotoid iron-carbon and eopper-aluminum 
alloys. 
2. !rhe portion of the !1me•!elllperatu'f~:-T:ransformation 
diagram of this alloy between zero and two hundred ~d 
seventy-five degrees centigrade resembles the portion of the 
"C-,urve" ot the iron•oarbon euteetoid alloy · ~itween four 
~· . . 
hund-red and fifty degrees oentigrade and ; ·t~e 4ti .~emperature. 
That is, the portion between th~ tempe~~~;;~ r~e where 
upper bainite is formed and where coarse p'es.rlite is formed. 
3. Tltt pea.rlitio or lamellar structure apparently is 
produced only when the alloy is slowly cooled. Rapid cool-
ing by quenching produces a finely divided duplex structure 
composed of the alpha and beta solid solutions. Thi·a 
structure appears to resemble troostite or aorbite of steels. 
4. M•tallographic study shows considerable variation 
in the transformation rate from grain to grain in each 
sample examined. 
APPENDIX 
PROCKDURE FOR DETERMINATIO.N Q! !!!Q. 1! 
ALUMIIDJM-ZlN:C .4LL.QY. 
1.) Five grams of alloy sample dissolved in hot dilute 
HCl. 
2.} Diluted to exactly 600 c.c. 
3.) 25 c.o. t~ken for titration 
25 
600 5 • o.2082 gm. alloy 
4. l l>1,•+u.1;e4 the 25 e. e. sample to about 175 e. o. in a 
. ·" .. . - . 
250 o.o. beaker. 
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6. J 44i~d 7 o.c. HCl; . heated to e,bout 9o0 c in preps.ratio~ 
for titration. 
6~.) P!1epared a 5 'I> Ur~• m.trate eolut1csan for outside 
• , • I •~~ •I • • : I • 
indicator, and. plaoed nume:rou1;1 ) tie.bules of this 
" · · '· . --· .: ~"'i<·A , -.,. ·_ . 
indicator on a shee·t of whit«- paper. 
? • J Filled buret to ze1'o _with :K4-~t ~Q- J1 
(l o.o. a 0.00624 gm. z~ approx.J 
8.J Approximately one-half of hot solution to be titrated 
was poured into a spare 250 e.c. beaker. 
, 
9.) ~errooyanide solution was run slowly into the hot 
solution with frequent testing on spot paper indicator. 
10. J Observed a chang.e from greenish to a white cloudiness 
in beaker. (SQmettmes this white color is not pro-
. '·' . . ~ ;} 
?lOlmQe d } , 
11.) Jrf14 point in titration is encountered when faintest 
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brownish coloration is observed in the indicator 
globule. 
12. ) Spare solution was then mixed with th~t in the beaker 
under the buret; and about 50 c.o. of solution poured 
back into the spare beaker. 
13.) Ti~ration resumed until end-point reached 
- ' 
14. )· 'olutions mixed and 50 c.c. again poured back into 
spare beaker. 
16.) !itration resumed, but more s1o~ly than before. Whan 
broWnish coloration appeared the solutions were again 
~~~ 
mixed. 
16.) Solutions then poured back and forth twice from beaker 
to beaker to rinse out any inoompletel¥ titrated 
solution which may have adhered to spare beaker. 
17.) !i tration then resumed using 1/2 c .c .• at a time and 
testing on spot paper after eaoh a..d'd:tf.tion. 
18.} The _ end point appears after 2-5 seconds and the color 
should be faintly brown. 
19.} o.5 c.o then deducted from the total volume titrated 
\from the buret for a blank. 
2 o. J If ZO • 5 c • o • of x4 Fe ~ ~ Cll} & were t i t:ra ted • then: 
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